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To answer you question, "Can you nymph at distance without an indicator." The answer is yes and you do not
have to fish always upstream. The Leisenring lift listed in many books such as Brooks book on nymphing for
bigger trout. In heavier water such as earlier spring. The further you can cast upstream the longer the nymph
has to get down. The art of mending very basically is keeping the fly and the last bit of fly line drifting in the
same speed of current. This is really not that difficult and can quickly be mastered. Once the drift is parallel to
you and drifting by it should be at the proper depth. You can then add line to the drift or in a search for fish such
as looking for stocked trout, you can walk along with the drift extending it for great distances. The stream I fish
is large by comparison to most trout streams and this technique is my preferred method. Which is really
adapted from streamer fishing. Experience will teach you the feel for the depth and speed and the strike zone.
I am fishing for wild browns mostly on less than pressured trout. Pressured trout will sometimes feed in spite of
the presence of fisherman which may factor in the success of tight line techniques and high sticking or czech
techniques. Moving the line and keeping up with the drift when cast upstream tickling the bottom is the way to
go for me on clearer conditions. I don't personally use any indicators unless I am imitating damsel flies or
crayfish and utilizing a hop. Deadly and sometimes the only way to go. The real advantage for an indicator for
me is being able to get unhooked from the bottom. I roll the indicator to different angles and snap it quickly.
The indicator provides the tension to pull it loose. I prefer to nymph on the streams that I fish through the winter
and hatch seasons. Good luck and Happy nymphing. I hope it helps.

